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Abstract. A new model of Parkinson’s disease (PD) pathogenesis is proposed, the �-Synuclein Origin site and Connectome
(SOC) model, incorporating two aspects of �-synuclein pathobiology that impact the disease course for each patient: the
anatomical location of the initial �-synuclein inclusion, and �-synuclein propagation dependent on the ipsilateral connec-
tions that dominate connectivity of the human brain. In some patients, initial �-synuclein pathology occurs within the CNS,
leading to a brain-first subtype of PD. In others, pathology begins in the peripheral autonomic nervous system, leading
to a body-first subtype. In brain-first cases, it is proposed that the first pathology appears unilaterally, often in the amyg-
dala. If �-synuclein propagation depends on connection strength, a unilateral focus of pathology will disseminate more to
the ipsilateral hemisphere. Thus, �-synuclein spreads mainly to ipsilateral structures including the substantia nigra. The
asymmetric distribution of pathology leads to asymmetric dopaminergic degeneration and motor asymmetry. In body-first
cases, the �-synuclein pathology ascends via the vagus to both the left and right dorsal motor nuclei of the vagus owing to
the overlapping parasympathetic innervation of the gut. Consequently, the initial �-synuclein pathology inside the CNS is
more symmetric, which promotes more symmetric propagation in the brainstem, leading to more symmetric dopaminergic
degeneration and less motor asymmetry. At diagnosis, body-first patients already have a larger, more symmetric burden of
�-synuclein pathology, which in turn promotes faster disease progression and accelerated cognitive decline. The SOC model
is supported by a considerable body of existing evidence and may have improved explanatory power.
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INTRODUCTION

Lewy body disorders including Parkinson’s dis-
ease (PD) and dementia with Lewy bodies (DLB)
are heterogeneous disorders with multi-factorial
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etiology. In recent years, there has been increased
focus on the importance of the �-synuclein protein
[1]. The misfolding, aggregation, and subsequent
cell-to-cell propagation of pathological �-synuclein
inclusions share some similarity with bona fide pri-
ons [2–4]. In addition to the prion-like behavior of
�-synuclein, many other risk factors and molecular
events play important roles in the pathogenesis of PD.
The interplay between pathological �-synuclein and
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these other factors remains poorly understood; it is
also unclear why certain types of neurons appear to
be much more vulnerable than others [5, 6].

A novel model of PD etiopathogenesis is proposed
herein: the �-Synuclein Origin site and Connectome
(SOC) model. The SOC model shares some simi-
larities with other recently proposed models [7–9].
However, this model posits that �-synuclein patho-
biology is the core feature in PD pathogenesis with
two characteristics of defining importance: (1) the
anatomical location of the very first pathogenic �-
synuclein, which varies among patients; and (2) the
neural connectome plays a crucial role in determin-
ing how pathological �-synuclein propagates through
the nervous system. These two features may explain
a significant degree of phenotypic variance among
patients, including different non-motor subtypes of
PD, variations in motor and non-motor asymmetry,
and differing rates of cognitive decline.

Furthermore, it is proposed that the SOC model
applies to all Lewy pathology-positive cases, which
include, by definition, all cases with DLB, and that
great majority of PD patients (> 99%), in which clas-
sical Lewy pathology is seen. The model also applies
to Lewy pathology-positive pure autonomic failure
patients (PAF), and it is assumed that patients with
incidental Lewy body disease (ILBD) represent early
disease stages of these disorders [10].

The model fully acknowledges the significant roles
played by many other factors, including inflamma-
tion, infection, microbiota, genetics, proteostatic de-
ficiency, oxidative stress, mitochondrial dysfunction,
calcium dysregulation, and other features [11–15].
Some of these factors may increase the probability
that the first �-synuclein aggregation occurs at a spe-
cific anatomical location such as the gut. Selective
transmissibility factors may promote differences in
intra-neuronal and neuron-to-neuron propagation of
�-synuclein pathology [16]. In addition, many fac-
tors probably influence how a neuron responds to the
presence of �-synuclein inclusions. Such factors are
most likely responsible for the characteristic selective
neuronal vulnerability, i.e., certain neuronal popu-
lations undergo severe degeneration and cell death,
whereas other neurons are more resistant to the pres-
ence of �-synuclein pathology during the course of
the disease. Importantly, the SOC model should be
viewed as an attempt to reconcile the �-synuclein
spreading hypothesis with the selective vulnerabil-
ity hypothesis [17]. The model yields a number of
predictions, which can be experimentally tested in
existing datasets and in future studies. As prion-like
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propagation is integral to the SOC model, if predic-
tions turn out to be accurate, the prion-like behavior
of pathological �-synuclein will have gained further
support.

OVERVIEW OF THE SOC MODEL

The SOC model is an extended version of our
previously proposed body-first versus brain-first
hypothesis [18]. In body-first PD, the peripheral auto-
nomic nervous system is severely damaged before
the dopamine system is affected, while the opposite
is true for brain-first PD, resulting in different clini-
cal phenotypes (Fig. 1) [19]. The SOC model (Figs. 2
and 3) proposes that the following features are of par-
ticular importance in the pathogenesis of Lewy body
disorders, including PD:

(1) The first �-synuclein inclusions appear
stochastically in the synapses of a single or in
very few closely situated neurons in varied an-
atomical locations. In brain-first PD, pathology
originates inside the CNS; in body-first PD,
pathology begins in the peripheral autonomic
nervous system.

(2) If �-synuclein propagation depends in part on
connection strength, unilateral pathology will
disseminate more to the ipsilateral hemisphere
as the connectivity of the human brain is dom-
inated by ipsilateral connections.

(3) In brain-first PD, pathology arises in a single
location of one hemisphere and disseminates
predominantly according to the ipsilateral con-
nections, leading to asymmetric intra-cerebral
propagation. Whereas in body-first PD, enteric
pathology propagates retrogradely in the vagus
nerves to involve the right and left dorsal mon-
itor nucleus of the vagus (DMV) bilaterally
(due to the overlapping gastrointestinal inner-
vation of the right and left DMV); therefore,
initial �-synuclein pathology and subsequent
propagation within the CNS is symmetric.
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Fig. 1. In the body-first subtype of PD, the initial �-synuclein pathology presumably originates in the enteric or autonomic nervous
system and spreads to the CNS via the vagus and sympathetic connectome. A brainstem-predominant profile of Lewy pathology follows.
These patients develop RBD in the prodromal phase, have more autonomic symptoms, significant hyposmia, faster motor and non-motor
progression, and more rapid cognitive decline. When parkinsonism emerges, it is (on average) more symmetric. In the brain-first subtype
of PD, the initial �-synuclein pathology presumably originates in the amygdala or in closely connected structures such as the olfactory bulb.
An amygdala-predominant profile of Lewy pathology then develops. These patients are RBD-negative in the prodromal phase, have fewer
autonomic symptoms, less frequent hyposmia, slower motor and non-motor progression, and less rapid cognitive decline. When parkinsonism
emerges, it is most often asymmetric. Different genetic mutations seem to be associated with one or the other of these phenotypes [18]. Both
figures illustrate the site of initial �-synuclein pathology (1) and the subsequent spatial-temporal sequence of progressive Lewy pathology
(2–5).

(4) These features influence the degree of asym-
metry in motor and non-motor symptoms and
rate of progression to dementia.

(5) The prodromal phase is longer in body-first PD
as multiple synapses separate the enteric ner-
vous system from the substantia nigra (SN). In
brain-first PD, the SN is involved very early
due to its strong monosynaptic connections
with typical brain-first origin sites (amygdala,
locus coeruleus [LC], SN), leading to a shorter
prodromal phase.

The SOC model assumes that the quantity of �-
synuclein inclusions in a given nucleus or cortical
region increases over time [20–22]. This gives rise to
the phenomenon of gradients: the initially affected
neurons tend to show the most severe pathology, and
the most recently affected neurons have the lowest
density of �-synuclein pathology. Once a neuron has
accumulated a sufficient number of �-synuclein in-
clusions, it becomes dysfunctional and is at risk of
degenerating and dying. Different types of neurons

display different degrees of vulnerability towards
�-synuclein pathology [17]. Thus, a strong relation-
ship should not always be expected between either the
quantity of �-synuclein inclusions in a neuron or the
length of time those inclusions have been present and
the degree of dysfunction or degeneration of those
neurons. Importantly, the density of �-synuclein pat-
hology in a given nucleus over time may follow an
inverted U-shape: once most of the synapses and
cell bodies have degenerated, there is nowhere to
harbor intra-cellular �-synuclein pathology. This is
most likely to be observed in very vulnerable neuron
populations such as the postganglionic sympathetic
neurons innervating the heart [23], and the dopamine
neurons of the substantia nigra pars compacta [24].

THE HUMAN CONNECTOME AND THE
SOC MODEL

The human brain contains an estimated 86 bil-
lion neurons. Perhaps surprisingly, only 17–25 billion
are located in the cerebrum, whereas the cerebellum
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Fig. 2. Overview of the SOC model illustrating how the onset site of pathogenic �-synuclein leads to symmetric vs. asymmetric propagation
of �-synuclein pathology. The origin site and symmetry/asymmetry aspects influence the clinical phenotype of patients including the degree
of motor and non-motor asymmetry, and the progression rate to dementia. �-syn, �-synuclein; DMV, dorsal motor nucleus of vagus; GI,
gastrointestinal; LC, locus coeruleus; SN, substantia nigra; NBM, nucleus basalis of Meynert; NMS, non-motor symptoms.
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Fig. 3. A) Schematic representation of important connectome details in PD. Ipsilateral connections outnumber contralateral projections
approximately 100-to-1. The commissural projections often show most intense innervation to their contralateral homologs, termed homotypic
innervation. The diagram also shows key mono-synaptic connections of the amygdala and brainstem nuclei, which are also predominantly
ipsilateral. Importantly, the autonomic innervation of the GI tract from the right and left DMV shows a great deal of overlap. B) Brain-
first PD. The originating �-synuclein pathology appears unilaterally, often in the amygdala or closely connected structures such as the
olfactory bulb. Due to the predominantly ipsilateral connections in one hemisphere, the pathology spreads initially to ipsilateral structures.
At the time of diagnosis (middle column), the ipsilateral degeneration of the substantia nigra gives rise to asymmetric motor symptoms. The
asymmetric distribution of �-synuclein persists into later disease stages. C) Body-first PD. The originating �-synuclein pathology, which can
arise anywhere in the enteric nervous system, propagates to the DMV bilaterally due to the overlapping vagal innervation. The symmetric
�-synuclein pathology then propagates rostrally, and leads to a more symmetric loss of nigrostriatal innervation and more symmetric
motor symptoms. When parkinsonism emerges, the global burden of �-synuclein pathology is higher in body-first PD due to the more
symmetric involvement of both hemispheres, possibly further promoted by the more marked involvement of ascending, neuromodulatory
brainstem nuclei. Measured from the time of parkinsonism onset, the body-first patient is therefore at elevated risk of faster progression and
accelerated cognitive decline. Amyg, amygdala; SN, substantia nigra; DMV, dorsal motor nucleus of vagus; ENS, enteric nervous system;
PPN, pedunculopontine nuclei.

contains around 69 billion neurons [25, 26]. The
corpus callosum contains close to 95% of commis-
sural fibers and comprises approximately 190 million
axons [27–29]. It follows that only approximately
1% of cerebral neurons project to the contralateral
hemisphere. This assertion is supported by modern
data from the human connectome project showing
that cerebral connectivity is completely dominated
by ipsilateral connections [30], and that less than
1–2% of hippocampal projections, for example, are

contralateral [31]. The fraction of crossing connec-
tions from brainstem nuclei in humans has not been
reported in detail. However, studies in primates, cats,
rodents, and other mammals universally show that
reciprocal connections (afferent and efferent) of im-
portant subcortical structures, including the amyg-
dala, SN, basal forebrain nuclei, and LC are almost
exclusively ipsilateral (Fig. 3A) [32–44].

Therefore, if �-synuclein pathology appears sto-
chastically in a single unilateral location in the CNS,
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and the subsequent spreading to neighboring neurons
is influenced by connection strength, initial disse-
mination will occur mainly to the ipsilateral hemi-
sphere. Thus, one hemisphere in a brain-first PD case
will initially develop a considerably larger burden
of �-synuclein pathology compared with the other
hemisphere. A small fraction of the propagating �-
synuclein will eventually spread to the contralateral
hemisphere and begin the spreading process there,
but with a significant time delay. Moreover, the ori-
ginator hemisphere will accumulate pathological
�-synuclein at a higher rate, and the threshold for neu-
ronal dysfunction and degeneration will be crossed
earlier in this hemisphere.

The scarce contralateral projections underlie an-
other element of the SOC model. Most cortical re-
gions and some subcortical structures send most of
their commissural projections to their contralateral
homologs, so called homotypic connections (illus-
trated in Fig. 3A) [30]. If brain-first PD is most com-
monly initiated in a single unilateral structure, such as
the entorhinal cortex or amygdala, the first structures
to be affected in the contralateral hemisphere will also
be the amygdala or entorhinal cortex [33, 45]. As the
�-synuclein pathology propagates to additional struc-
tures in the ipsilateral hemisphere, many of those
structures will seed their contralateral homologs.
Therefore, the contralateral hemisphere will be a ti-
me-shifted mirror image of the ipsilateral, originator
hemisphere (Fig. 3B). In support of this, a recent lon-
gitudinal PET study in Alzheimer’s disease revealed
that progressive build-up of pathological tau protein
occurs disproportionally more via such homotypic
connections to the contralateral hemisphere [46].

For body-first PD, it is important to consider the
autonomic connectome with regards to the gastroin-
testinal (GI) tract. The preganglionic parasympathe-
tic motor neurons located in the DMV are particularly
prone to �-synuclein pathology formation, much
more so than the sensory neurons of the nucleus of
the solitary tract [20]. The DMV innervation of the
GI tract is most intense in the distal esophagus and
stomach, moderate in the small intestine and proximal
colon, and weak in the transverse colon of rats [47].
The recto-sigmoid colon is innervated from parasym-
pathetic nuclei situated in the sacral spinal cord.
Sympathetic innervation of the GI tract is provided
by postganglionic neurons in the midline coeliac and
mesenteric ganglia.

When retrograde neuronal tracers such as horser-
adish peroxidase, fast blue, and fluorogold are inje-
cted into the rat duodenum, jejunum, ileum, cecum,

and the ascending, transverse and descending colon,
the two DMV nuclei show symmetric labelling
[48–51]. It has been shown that the ventral stomach of
rats is innervated more by the left DMV than the right
[52], but almost the entire GI tract is doubly inner-
vated by both the left and right DMV. Human data on
DMV innervation of the GI tract is lacking, but the
innervation pattern of this phylogenetically ancient
system is presumably similar in humans. Thus, if an
initial patch of �-synuclein pathology appears almost
anywhere in the GI tract, �-synuclein pathology will
propagate via both the left and right DMV. Conse-
quently, the first instance of subsequent �-synuclein
pathology within the CNS will be bilateral and fur-
ther intra-cerebral propagation will lead to a relatively
symmetric pathology compared with that seen in
brain-first PD (Fig. 3C).

Animal studies provide some support for the valid-
ity of these concepts. When peripheral �-synuclein
pathology is triggered in the gut by injecting recom-
binant preformed �-synuclein fibrils locally into the
upper GI tract of rodents, a very symmetric ini-
tial involvement of the DMV is seen, followed by
symmetric involvement of the LC, SN, limbic, and
cortical regions [53, 54]. Similar symmetric involve-
ment is seen when intra-peritoneal injections of seeds
are used [55]. In contrast, unilateral injections of �-
synuclein seeds into the olfactory bulb leads to a much
more asymmetric involvement of the hemispheres,
and the same asymmetry is seen following unilat-
eral injections into the striatum [56, 57]. Similarly,
injections of adeno-associated virus into one SN of
rats also lead to widespread distribution in the brain,
which is almost entirely ipsilateral [58]. Figure 4A
shows an example of symmetric �-synuclein pathol-
ogy in the DMV of rats following gut-injection of
�-synuclein seeds, while Fig. 4B shows asymmetric
involvement of the limbic system and SN following
unilateral seeding in the amygdala. Of note, in the
published rodent studies, the pattern of �-synuclein
pathology in the non-injected hemisphere generally
resembles the pattern in the injected hemisphere at
the previous timepoint, supporting the SOC model of
spreading to the contralateral hemisphere happens in
part via commissural, homotypic projections from the
involved regions to their homologs in the contralateral
hemisphere (see Fig. 4C, D).

The present claims about potential asymmetric
distribution of �-synuclein pathology may seem sur-
prising to some, but it is important to remember
that the entire modern literature on postmortem stag-
ing of �-synuclein in human brains is based on
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Fig. 4. A) The DMV nuclei in rats show symmetric deposits of pathological, hyperphosphorylated �-synuclein inclusions following injection
of �-synuclein seeds in the duodenum. B) Following unilateral injection of �-synuclein fibrils into the amygdala, �-synuclein inclusions
are seen in ipsilateral limbic and cortical structures, with early involvement of the ipsilateral substantia nigra (red insert). No contralateral
pathology is seen at this early timepoint. These wild-type rats were both sacrificed three months post-injection. C) Schematic representation
of published data from injection of �-synuclein seeds unilaterally into a single CNS location [56, 57, 59]. Markedly asymmetric �-synuclein
pathology is evident at the early time point 1. At the later time point 2, progressive accumulation of �-synuclein is seen in nearly all affected
regions, but the asymmetry persists. D) The distribution of �-synuclein pathology in the ipsilateral hemisphere at time point 1 is very similar
to the �-synuclein distribution in the contralateral hemisphere at time point 2. This suggests that the �-synuclein pathology in the contralateral
hemisphere is, in part, promoted by commissural homolog-to-homolog connections from the ipsilateral hemisphere.

single-hemisphere studies. For decades, it has been
common practice to preserve one hemisphere freshly
frozen to allow alternative types of analysis precluded
by formaldehyde fixation. We can find no published
study that systematically performed staging of Lewy
pathology in both hemispheres from the same individ-
uals, at least not with modern immunohistochemical
techniques targeting �-synuclein. The SOC model
predicts that cases with an asymmetric burden of �-
synuclein are common, especially in brain-first PD
cases at earlier disease stages (Fig. 3B).

We previously hypothesized that brain-first PD is
equivalent to those postmortem cases with a limbic
(amygdala) predominant profile of �-synuclein path-
ology, and that body-first PD is equivalent to a
brainstem-predominant distribution of �-synuclein
pathology [18, 19, 21, 60, 61]. The SOC model pre-
dicts that those postmortem cases with a brainstempr-
edominant profile will tend to have more symmetric
�-synuclein pathology compared with the more
asymmetric pathology seen in limbic-predominant

cases. This asymmetry may be most evident during
the prodromal and early disease stages, but disap-
pear at later stages as the brain becomes bilaterally
saturated with Lewy pathology.

Currently, these predictions can only be empiri-
cally tested in rare brain bank material, where both
hemispheres have been processed in the same way.
However, it will be relatively straightforward to
test once a suitable �-synuclein positron emission
tomography (PET) tracer becomes available. Such
studies would also determine if asymmetric �-syn-
uclein pathology in the hemispheres correlates with
asymmetric loss of nigrostriatal dopaminergic inn-
ervation. Finally, it is noted that 18F-fluoro-deoxy-
glucose PET scans of later stage PD patients and
DLB patients often show asymmetric patterns of
hypometabolism in the hemispheres of individual
cases [62]. This asymmetric metabolism may reflect
underlying asymmetric Lewy pathology in those sub-
jects, although co-existing Alzheimer pathology will
also affect the metabolic patterns seen in these scans.
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UTILITY OF THE SOC MODEL

The SOC model predicts non-motor subtypes

Body-first PD. If the originating �-synuclein pat-
hology arises in the enteric nervous system, and uses
the parasympathetic and sympathetic connectome to
invade the brain bilaterally, this would most likely
impose a certain degree of uniformity on the pattern
of �-synuclein spreading within the CNS. If the initial
pathological locus is situated anywhere in the dis-
tal esophagus, stomach, small intestine, or proximal
two-thirds of the colon, the propagating pathology
will be siphoned towards identical CNS nuclei, nam-
ely the DMV, and via the sympathetic ganglia to the
intermediolateral cell column (IML) of the spinal
cord. The pathology then spreads bilaterally accord-
ing to connection strength and other factors in a ca-
udo-rostral direction and affects pontine nuclei before
the SN is involved [20]. Importantly, it is believed that
the prodromal phase of PD can last 20 years or more,
which suggests that neuron-to-neuron propagation of
�-synuclein pathology may be very slow [63]. Thus,
there is ample time for the �-synuclein pathology to
induce some neuronal dysfunction and degeneration
at each station along the spreading route before the
next station is sufficiently involved. The SOC model
therefore predicts a specific sequence of developing
non-motor symptoms prior to motor dysfunction in
body-first PD (Figs. 1 and 3C).

Given that autonomic structures (including the
DMV and sympathetic ganglia) are involved first,
the initial symptoms would often be autonomic, such
as constipation and orthostatic hypotension. Once
pontine structures (including the magnocellularis
and subcoeruleus nuclei) are sufficiently dysfunc-
tional, isolated REM sleep behavior disorder (iRBD)
appears [64]. Involvement of other brainstem nuclei
may give rise to prodromal neuropsychiatric symp-
toms including anxiety and mood disorders [65, 66].
Supporting this, a recent study reported that depres-
sion and anxiety were more prevalent in iRBD pat-
ients compared with a group of unselected de novo
PD patients [67]. This timeline of events has also been
confirmed in epidemiological studies [63]. The mes-
encephalon is next in line and once approximately
50% of the nigrostriatal dopaminergic terminals have
degenerated, motor symptoms appear [68]. Importan-
tly, the median time to motor phenotype conversion
in iRBD patients is eight years, which underscores
that the propagation of pathological �-synuclein, and

perhaps especially the deleterious effects on neuron
function, is a slow process [69].

Not every single body-first PD patient will develop
all these symptoms, and not necessarily in the pre-
dicted order. Conceivably, variations could arise due
to differing genetic make-up, variable co-morbidities,
and other factors, which determine the relative vul-
nerability of each of the affected neuronal systems
to the presence of pathological �-synuclein. How-
ever, it is beyond dispute that the overall burden
of autonomic symptoms, including constipation and
orthostatic hypotension, is markedly greater in RBD-
positive PD patients than in RBD-negative patients
[69–72]. Furthermore, imaging studies have shown
that ∼95% of iRBD patients exhibit a near com-
plete loss of sympathetic cardiac innervation [73–77]
and significantly decreased uptake of 11C-donepezil
in the colon, as a marker of parasympathetic dener-
vation [73]. Importantly, when de novo PD patients
are studied with multi-modal imaging, those patients
who developed RBD during the pre-motor phase (i.e.,
body-first) show ubiquitous loss of the cardiac sym-
pathetic signal and low 11C-donepezil in the colon
[19]. In contrast, the majority of RBD-negative de
novo PD patients (i.e., brain-first) display normal or
near-normal cardiac and colonic imaging parameters.

In addition, Derkinderen’s group found that 64% of
RBD-positive PD patients show �-synuclein pathol-
ogy in colon biopsies compared with only 13% of
RBD-negative patients [78]. This indicates that wid-
espread enteric �-synuclein pathology occurs earlier
in RBD-positive PD patients, supporting a body-first
etiology. Another study reported that 90% of skin
samples from PD patients with orthostatic hypoten-
sion contained �-synuclein pathology, compared
with only 38% of samples from patients without orth-
ostatic hypotension [71]. In the former group, 86%
had RBD, compared with 36% in the latter group.
Taken together, these clinical, imaging, and biopsy
studies strongly support the notion that the body-first
PD prodromal phase is characterized by early auto-
nomic and sleep symptoms, widespread �-synuclein
pathology in peripheral nerves, and measurable
degeneration of the autonomic nervous system.

Brain-first PD. According to the SOC model,
brain-first PD patients will show more heterogene-
ous symptoms than body-first patients. Whereas the
DMV and sympathetic nuclei serve as natural, ana-
tomical bottlenecks in body-first patients leading to
uniform progression patterns inside the CNS, this
is not the case in brain-first patients. Wherever path-
ology starts, it can propagate in multiple directions.
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Thus, the sequence of symptom development in
brain-first PD patients might be more variable, dep-
ending on where the first �-synuclein is formed. How-
ever, due to the predicted predominantly unilateral
distribution of �-synuclein in brain-first PD, prodro-
mal non-motor symptoms are generally expected to
be subclinical or mild. In addition, the SOC model
predicts that the prodromal phase in brain-first PD is
short, providing little time for non-motor symptoms
to appear before overt motor symptoms.

Studies of ILBD patients show that ‘single-site’
Lewy pathology is, when excluding the olfactory
bulb, most commonly seen in the amygdala, the LC,
and the SN, suggesting that these structures are the
most common origin sites of brain-first �-synuclein
pathology [21, 22, 79]. The olfactory bulb may be a
special case, as discussed below.

Importantly, neuropathology studies have docu-
mented that the distribution of Lewy pathology shows
two general profiles: (1) a brainstem-predominant
pattern with the most intense pathology in the lower
brainstem, even when the limbic system and cortex
are involved; and (2) a limbic-predominant pattern
with the most intense pathology in the amygdala and
entorhinal cortex, even when the brainstem and cor-
tex are involved (Fig. 5) [21, 22, 61]. Furthermore,
nearly all postmortem human data is compatible with
the interpretation that �-synuclein pathology in an

Fig. 5. Stylized sketch of the two typical graded profiles of
�-synuclein pathology seen in postmortem studies [20–22].
Pathology ranges from none to very severe in 11 anatomical regions
sorted according to Braak stages. Cases showing most pathology
in the autonomic nuclei and brainstem are hypothesized to be
body-first (blue). Cases showing most pathology in the amygdala
and entorhinal cortex, but relatively less pathology in the lower
brainstem are hypothesized to be brain-first (red). Amyg, amyg-
dala; Cing, cingulate; DMV, dorsal motor nucleus of vagus; Ento,
trans-entorhinal cortex; Front, frontal cortex; IML, sympathetic
intermediolateral cell column; LC, locus coeruleus; Pariet, pari-
etal cortex; SN, substantia nigra; S-Para, sacral parasympathetic
nuclei; Temp, temporal cortex.

affected structure accumulates over time. Therefore,
it can be hypothesized that when a gradient of �-
synuclein pathology is seen, the peak of that gradient
often points to where the pathology originated. This
concept would identify the DMV and sympathetic
trunk as the first affected structures in brainstem-
predominant cases, since these structures generally
show the most pathology. In limbic-predominant
cases, the amygdala and entorhinal cortex would be
the most likely starting points. One caveat here is the
common occurrence of Alzheimer co-pathology in
limbic structures, as discussed below.

The SOC model predicts motor asymmetry

Ever since the original description by James
Parkinson, PD has been defined by asymmetric motor
symptoms. However, a significant fraction (30–40%)
of newly diagnosed PD patients display only minor
or no obvious motor asymmetry [80–85]. The SOC
model proposes a simple explanation for both the
presence of and the variation in this motor asymmetry.

If the initial �-synuclein pathology in brain-first
PD arises unilaterally in the amygdala or the LC,
the ipsilateral SN would be involved soon thereafter,
since the SN has strong ipsilateral connections to
both the LC and amygdala [33, 34, 38, 39, 86, 87].
The dopaminergic neurons in the SN ipsilateral to the
origin site would therefore get a head start and degen-
erate earlier than the contralateral SN. Such patients
would show clinical motor asymmetry (Fig. 3B). In
support of this, postmortem studies of patients with
ILBD report that some cases only have pathology in
the amygdala and very few other locations [21, 88].
Those other locations are most commonly the SN,
nucleus basalis of Meynert, and entorhinal cortex,
all of which are mono-synaptically connected to the
amygdala.

On the other hand, in body-first patients, the initial
�-synuclein pathology originates in the enteric ner-
vous system and ascends to involve the DMV bilater-
ally. The subsequent symmetric propagation through
the brainstem would lead to a more symmetric
involvement of the SN. Such patients would, on aver-
age, present with less or sometimes no motor asym-
metry compared with brain-first patients (Fig. 3C).

Importantly, this explanation should not be under-
stood as an absolute symmetry/asymmetry dichot-
omy. The model predicts that body-first patients are
less asymmetric than brain-first PD, not that they are
always fully symmetric. First, it should be appreci-
ated that motor symptoms occupy a special place in
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the phenomenology of neurological disorders. Motor
symptoms are very visible and striking, so even a min-
or degree of asymmetry is easy to recognize and qua-
ntify. In contrast, it is more difficult to appreciate
or quantify asymmetries in most non-motor symp-
toms, including autonomic disturbance, depression,
and cognitive function. Second, the involvement of
the DMV in body-first PD may not necessarily be
completely symmetric, due to an uneven amount of
�-synuclein seeds being transported through the left
and right vagus. As mentioned above, the ventral
stomach of rats is innervated more by the left than
the right DMV, so a hypothetical insult in the ventral
stomach may lead to more pathology in the left DMV
[52]. There may also be intrinsic factors in important
neuronal stations in the brainstem, which could facil-
itate non-uniform propagation in the left and right
side of the brainstem. Third, some of the many previ-
ous hypothetical explanations for motor asymmetry,
including handedness and hemisphere dominance
may contribute to a more rapid breakthrough of motor
symptoms on one side of the body [80, 89]. However,
the explanation proposed by the SOC model is sim-
ple and potentially powerful in that it is derived from
a general model, which seems capable of explain-
ing many other facets of PD symptomatology. In any
case, the predictions about motor asymmetry can be
tested experimentally in animal models of PD featur-
ing propagating �-synuclein, and can be fully tested
in human patients, once an �-synuclein PET tracer
becomes available.

The present hypothesis already has some support
from published studies. When evaluating the litera-
ture, it is important to remember that isolated RBD
(i.e., RBD developed before onset of parkinsonism)
is considered a robust sign of the body-first subtype,
since ascending pathology will affect the pons before
the SN [19]. In a seminal study by Postuma’s group,
PD patients were divided into three groups using
cluster analysis. In cluster I, only 19% of patients
had RBD, whereas 93% in cluster III had RBD [70].
Thus, according to the SOC model, cluster I contained
mainly RBD-negative brain-first patients, whereas
cluster III comprised mainly RBD-positive, body-
first patients. The average motor asymmetry score
in cluster I was twice as large as in cluster III. Also,
only 12% of patients in cluster I had bilateral onset
of motor symptoms compared to nearly three times
as many patients (35%) in cluster III. These results
support the notion that body-first (RBD-positive)
PD patients generally have more symmetric parkin-
sonism at onset. Furthermore, dopamine transporter

imaging data from the Parkinson’s Progression Mark-
ers Initiative (PPMI) confirms that RBD-positive PD
patients show a more symmetric decline in putami-
nal binding compared to RBD-negative PD patients
[90]. Taken together, these clinical and imaging data
support the predictions of the SOC model.

Other asymmetries

Whereas motor asymmetry in PD has been stud-
ied intensely for decades, asymmetries in non-motor
symptoms have received only limited attention. The
SOC model predicts that asymmetric non-motor
symptoms and signs might be more common than
first expected. Supporting this, studies have found
asymmetric responses in the sympathetic skin wrin-
kling test and in olfactory function of early-stage
PD patients [91–93]. In accordance with the SOC
model, the skin responses and olfaction were defi-
cient ipsilateral to the most diseased hemisphere. A
number of studies have compared cognitive deficit in
the visual-spatial domain of left-sided vs. right-sided
hemiparkinsonian PD patients, including optic flow,
mental rotation, facial emotion recognition, hierar-
chical pattern recognition, sustained attention, and
complex figure copying [94–99]. Patients with left-
sided hemiparkinsonism were more impaired in tasks
involving their left visual hemifield, whereas patients
with right-sided hemiparkinsonism showed impair-
ment in their right visual hemifield. Another study
reported correlation between brainstem auditory-
evoked potential and cervical vestibular-evoked
myogenic potential and motor symptom asymmetry
[100]. In summary, these studies suggest that asym-
metric symptoms are present throughout the neuraxis
ranging all the way from the olfactory bulb to sym-
pathetic autonomic responses in the extremities.

The SOC model predicts differences in cognitive
decline

It might be reasoned that brain-first PD, where the
initial �-synuclein pathology arises inside the CNS,
would predispose to rapid cognitive decline. How-
ever, a large body of evidence disagrees with this.
On the contrary, it is well established that increased
risk of cognitive decline and dementia clusters with
RBD, constipation, and orthostatic hypotension—all
markers of the body-first subtype [70, 101–103]. Lon-
gitudinally, constipation and RBD predicts faster cog-
nitive decline [104]. A recent study found that benign,
slowly progressing PD had earlier onset, more motor
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asymmetry, and low prevalence of depression, point-
ing to a brain-first etiology. In contrast, a malignant,
fast progressing group had less motor asymmetry, and
more depression, hallucinations, dysautonomia and
RBD, compatible with body-first PD [105]. Interest-
ingly, agricultural occupation was associated with the
malignant group, supporting the reasonable assump-
tion that pesticides trigger a body-first subtype via a
toxic influence on the enteric nervous system and pos-
sibly also via the olfactory epithelium. Other studies
reported that the frequencies of constipation, ortho-
static hypotension, pathological MIBG heart scans,
and RBD are higher in de novo DLB compared with
de novo PD [102, 106]. All these observations suggest
that rapid cognitive decline is more closely associated
with a body-first type of neuronal �-synuclein pathol-
ogy. Indeed, the risk of rapid conversion to dementia
in the body-first type could be so high that many cases
will be diagnosed with DLB rather than PD, because
of the ‘one-year rule’.

The SOC model suggests that this association is
explained, at least in part, by the proposal that body-
first patients, at the time of overt motor symptom
development, have a larger, overall burden of �-
synuclein pathology, primarily because it is more
symmetric. Here it must be remembered that most
clinical follow-up studies and epidemiological stud-
ies use the appearance of motor symptoms as the
reference time point for diagnosis of PD. According
to the SOC model, at the time of diagnosis, body-
first PD has severe, bilateral �-synuclein pathology
and damage in pontine structures including the LC
and raphe nuclei, and in the medulla oblongata. Pre-
sumably, the amygdala already contains significant
bilateral pathology, because of the mono-synaptic
connections between the amygdala and the SN, LC,
and DMV [33]. By contrast, if the pathology starts
unilaterally in brain-first PD in the amygdala or the
LC, the ipsilateral SN will be invaded as one of the
first structures due to the strong, ipsilateral connec-
tions between these nuclei. Once ipsilateral dopamin-
ergic neurons are sufficiently degenerated to trigger
parkinsonism, the �-synuclein pathology have not
spread as far as in body-first PD, especially not into
the contralateral hemisphere. The SOC model also
predicts that the prodromal phase of body-first PD
is longer than for brain-first PD, since more synapses
have to be crossed for pathology originating in the gut
in comparison to the amygdala. Thus, when motor
symptoms appear, the total burden of �-synuclein
pathology is overall greater in de novo body-first PD,
facilitated by the symmetric involvement.

Importantly, this discussion can also be framed in
a different way with potentially far-reaching con-
sequences. The studies cited above demonstrated
that RBD and dysautonomia predict faster cognitive
decline, thereby suggesting that such patients have a
malignant phenotype. However, these studies all used
onset of parkinsonism as ‘time zero’. This may lead
to significant bias if the prodromal phase is consid-
erably longer in body-first PD, as predicted by the
SOC model. If it were possible to use the ‘true time
zero’ as the starting point (i.e., the timepoint when the
first pathological �-synuclein appeared), it is possible
that brain-first PD actually does progress to dementia
faster than body-first PD.

As mentioned above, there is no available post-
mortem evidence from human brains to explore the
symmetry vs. asymmetry predictions of the SOC
model, since nearly all (if not all) available data
were derived from single hemispheres. However, one
postmortem study may be supportive of the SOC
model, albeit indirectly. Here, the authors compared
the magnitude of �-synuclein pathology at autopsy
in ten different brain regions of 41 RBD-positive PD
patients versus 40 RBD-negative PD patients [107].
The patients were quite late-stage with an average
disease duration of 14.5 years. Thus, any clear differ-
ences in initial asymmetry of �-synuclein pathology
would most likely be significantly diminished due
to progressive involvement of the contralateral hemi-
sphere in the RBD-negative (brain-first) cases. Never-
theless, the study reported that RBD-positive patients
had greater pathology in 9 of the 10 examined regions.

This finding would be predicted by the SOC model
because of a random sampling effect (Fig. 6). In short,
the patients were carefully matched on disease dura-
tion ( = motor symptom duration), and the SOC model
proposes that the RBD-positive cases originally had
more, bilateral pathology at motor symptom onset.
Therefore, body-first patients will also have more
symmetric pathology at this later time point. How-
ever, since only single hemispheres were investigated
[108], approximately half of the hemispheres from
the RBD-negative, brain-first group would simply by
chance be the less affected ones. This interpretation
is also supported by the fact that the �-synuclein
severity data in the two groups showed more over-
lap than separation across all anatomical regions.
The other half of the sampled hemispheres from
the RBD-negative patients were the more affected
ones, and they presumably contained a similar degree
of pathology to that present in both hemispheres
of the RBD-positive group. This interpretation is
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Fig. 6. The SOC model predicts that body-first PD shows symmetric �-synuclein pathology, whereas brain-first PD shows asymmetric
pathology in the hemispheres. Since only single hemispheres are studied in postmortem studies, this can give rise to the impression that
brain-first PD have less Lewy pathology on average. In reality, the most severely affected hemisphere in each brain-first case may show a
similar amount of pathology as that seen in both hemispheres of body-first cases.

speculative, but illustrates how to explore the SOC
model in current postmortem data. It also highlights
the urgent need for bihemispheric postmortem stud-
ies, where both hemispheres have been processed and
fixated with identical methodologies.

It is important to note the impact of Alzheimer type
co-pathology, which is more common in demented
than non-demented PD cases [109–111]. Also, lim-
bic Alzheimer pathology is more common in Lewy
body-positive cases with a limbic predominant Lewy
pathology profile compared with patients with a
brainstem predominant profile [21]. It is likely that
Alzheimer co-pathology contributes towards the dev-
elopment of dementia in Lewy-body positive cases,
since two concomitant neurodegenerative diseases
are most likely worse than one. Moreover, in vitro and
in vivo studies have shown that amyloid-� and tau
fibrils can induce �-synuclein monomers to aggre-
gate [112, 113]. Approximately 10% of cognitively
normal people at 50 years are amyloid-� positive,
rising to 33% at 80 years [114]. Thus, it is possi-
ble that Alzheimer pathology could be responsible
for inducing a number of brain-first Lewy pathol-
ogy cases through cross-seeding. Of note, 10–15% of
DLB cases have normal dopamine transporter scans
at diagnosis [115]. This observation underscores that
it is not uncommon to develop severe, symptomatic

Lewy body disease with dementia before noticeable
dysfunction of the SN.

In addition, because Alzheimer co-pathology is so
common in the elderly, the disease course of body-
first PD is also likely to be modified. Once the wave
of propagating, symmetric �-synuclein pathology in
body-first patients ascends above the brainstem and
encounters a pre-existing Alzheimer pathology, this
very likely puts the patient in a poor prognostic cate-
gory. It is possible that the fraction of body-first cases,
who just happens to have pre-existing Alzheimer
pathology, might develop rapid cognitive decline and
therefore be much more likely to receive a DLB
diagnosis than body-first cases without Alzheimer
pathology. The exponentially increasing prevalence
of AD-pathology in the elderly fits with the obser-
vation that DLB patients are older than PD patients
at time of diagnosis. Moreover, it has also been
suggested that Alzheimer co-pathology exacerbates
Lewy pathology, thereby setting up a vicious circle
leading to rapid cognitive decline and dementia [116].

THE OLFACTORY BULB

The dual-hit hypothesis, initially formulated by
Braak, proposed that external insults lead to initial
accumulation of �-synuclein in the enteric nervous
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system and olfactory bulb, presumably via the olf-
actory epithelium [117]. It is perhaps less well recog-
nized that Braak, in his seminal 2003 staging study,
stated that the olfactory spreading route seems less
important, since the propagating inclusions do not
appear to spread beyond the olfactory cortex [20].
He therefore based his staging system entirely on
the DMV as the starting point. In any case, he pro-
posed that the olfactory bulb pathology is essentially
part of the body-first type, even if it doesn’t prop-
agate very far. Other researchers have suggested
that the olfactory spreading route is important, and
may be responsible for limbic-predominant Lewy
pathology and associated with DLB, whereas the
DMV-route and brainstem-predominant pathology
would be causative of PD [61, 118].

This topic is still a matter of debate, but some
evidence supports that olfactory bulb dysfunction is
indeed more closely related to the body-first type
than the brain-first type. First, the majority of iRBD
patients are hyposmic, nearly all have lost the cardiac
sympathetic innervation, but many patients have nor-
mal or only slightly pathological dopamine imaging
scans [69, 73]. This constellation of findings sup-
port that both the olfactory bulb and lower brainstem
is more involved than is the SN during prodromal
body-first PD. Moreover, a recent study reported that
only 48% of de novo PD patients with normal MIBG
were hyposmic, compared to 71% of those patients
with abnormal MIBG scintigraphy [119]. This study
also corroborates that hyposmia is significantly more
common in body-first cases with pathological MIBG
than in brain-first cases with normal MIBG scans.

If the olfactory bulb route were to be responsi-
ble for the majority or even all brain-first cases, it
is necessary to consider how the pathology would
propagate from the bulb. If an inhaled virus or other
toxic agent affected the olfactory epithelium bilater-
ally, this would likely lead to bilateral �-synuclein
pathology in the olfactory bulbs. The SOC model
would predict symmetric propagation from this initial
symmetric origin site, eventually leading to relatively
little or no motor asymmetry. However, as discussed
above, it seems clear that PD patients with the brain-
first phenotype are characterized by more asymmetric
parkinsonism than body-first cases; they also have
more normal olfaction. Therefore, it does not seem
probable that a bilateral olfactory bulb origin would
be closely associated with brain-first PD. However,
if the initial olfactory bulb pathology were to arise
unilaterally, this would set the stage for more asym-
metric propagation of �-synuclein pathology leading

to asymmetric motor symptoms. Such patients would
presumably also have more normal olfaction, since
one olfactory bulb would still be relatively intact. Of
note, Brundin’s group has elegantly shown that uni-
lateral injections of �-synuclein seeds into a single
olfactory bulb of mice leads to markedly asymmetric
spreading of �-synuclein pathology [57]. Thus, the
olfactory bulb could theoretically be a common ori-
gin site for brain-first PD, but it would then have to
be a relatively unilateral pathology and propagation.

Moreover, a large brain bank study has found that
the most common single-site location of Lewy pat-
hology in ILBD cases is the olfactory bulb [79].
However, a recent large autopsy study of 178 Lewy
body-positive cases reported only three cases with
isolated olfactory bulb pathology, whereas 29 cases
had pathology elsewhere but not in the bulb [22].
Thus, the true frequency of isolated �-synuclein
pathology in the bulb is unclear and its importance is
not resolved. Isolated olfactory bulb pathology may,
for unknown reasons, be a very common and rel-
atively non-specific finding, in similarity to the freq-
uently occurring �-synuclein pathology seen in the
majority of appendix-specimens from otherwise hea-
lthy adults [120–122]. For instance, air pollution
seems to induce pathological �-synuclein inclusions
in the olfactory bulb—even in children [123]. In add-
ition, many of those patients with isolated olfactory
pathology could in fact be body-first cases, as pro-
posed by Braak. The fact that the DMV in such
cases is still negative does not rule out that there
are one or more small patches of �-synuclein in the
enteric nervous system, which did not yet spread to
the DMV. As described below, it is very difficult to
find a small patch of �-synuclein pathology in the
GI tract at postmortem. Finally, it is noted that 12
of the 20 stage 1 cases in Braak’s original staging
study had pathology only in the DMV but not in the
olfactory bulb [20]. Those data further suggest that
at the earliest stages of body-first PD, it is possible
that only one of the two ‘dual-hit structures’ have
developed sufficient Lewy pathology to be detectable
with standard histological measures.

CONTROVERSIES AND CRITICISMS OF
THE SOC MODEL

The brain-first versus body-first hypothesis and the
SOC model are intricately connected, both requir-
ing that the initial �-synuclein pathology can form
in the peripheral nervous system in the first place.
We know that pathological �-synuclein inclusions
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have been detected in the gut of PD patients 20 years
before diagnosis, and truncal vagotomy decreases
the risk of PD by 40–50% [120, 124–127]. Also, the
DMV and sympathetic ganglia generally show the
highest amount of Lewy pathology in brainstem-
predominant cases [21], suggesting that these are the
first structures to be affected. Animal studies show
that injecting �-synuclein seeds into the gut leads to
propagating �-synuclein pathology through the auto-
nomic connectome and results in a brainstem pattern
of pathology highly similar to that seen in brainstem-
predominant cases [53, 54].

Nevertheless, some skepticism about gut-first PD
remains. More than 600 whole-body autopsies have
been performed as part of the Arizona PD consortium
[79, 108]. In this cohort, not a single case of ‘gut-
only’ �-synuclein pathology has been found. This
observation has so far only been reported in review
papers, and the full dataset and methodology have yet
to be published in detail. Of note, other studies have
reported cases with isolated �-synuclein pathology
in the sympathetic ganglia and heart [22], a high fre-
quency of aggregated �-synuclein in the colon and
appendix of normal controls [120, 121] and in the
gut of children with norovirus infections [128]. Thus,
differences in detection sensitivity needs clarification
[129]. Moreover, 46% of cases in the Arizona study
already had cerebral Lewy pathology, and such cases
are not eligible, when searching for gut-only pathol-
ogy, thereby cutting their overall sample size nearly
in half [130].

It is reasonable to assume that the initial �-syn-
uclein pathology could form in a very small patch
anywhere in the GI tract. Such pathology could arise
stochastically or be induced by the microbiome in
the colon, bacterial overgrowth in the small intestine,
helicobacter pylori in the stomach, inflammatory pro-
cesses, or toxic insults anywhere in the GI tract and
so on [128, 131–134]. Of note, specific microbiome
signatures have been linked to RBD and constipation
[135].

The human GI tract measures approximately 8–10
meters and has a geometric surface area of at least
7000 cm2. Thus, if the initial patch of �-synuclein
pathology is small, hundreds or even thousands of
tissue sections throughout the GI tract are required
to detect it with any degree of certainty. Of note, the
terminal end field of a parasympathetic motor neu-
ron probably covers only a few cm2 [136]. The exact
methodology applied to those 300 + eligible cases in
the Arizona study has not been published, but in an
early seminal study of 92 whole body autopsies, the

same authors used one single slide from 9 locations in
the GI tract, followed by up to five 80 �m-thick slides
in the lower esophagus [137]. The probability of find-
ing a small patch (a few cm2) of randomly located
�-synuclein pathology with this number of slides
would be considerably less than 1%. To make mat-
ters worse, the time window from initial formation of
enteric �-synuclein pathology to the appearance of
the first DMV inclusion could be very short (weeks)
[138]. As soon as the first DMV pathology is seen,
the patient would no longer be defined as a ‘gut-
only case’ and thus discarded. Finally, we do not yet
know how to define �-synuclein pathology in the
peripheral nervous system. It is probable that the
early enteric pathology might be immature and con-
sist of oligomers or proto-fibrils. These seeds could
nevertheless travel to the DMV and start the forma-
tion of inclusions here, which might then appear
simultaneous with inclusions in the GI tract. Impor-
tantly, oligomeric �-synuclein is known to travel
more readily than mature fibrils in the vagus nerve
[139–141]. In support of this, a recent study used pro-
tein misfolding cyclic amplification on ENS and CNS
tissue from PD and ILBD patients and showed that
this fixed postmortem tissue seeds the aggregation
of monomeric �-synuclein into fibrillar assemblies,
even when no visible Lewy pathology were present
on immunohistochemistry [142]. Another recent st-
udy of transgenic Alzheimer mice showed that pat-
hogenic amyloid-� seeds exist well in advance of the
formation of mature amyloid-� plaques [143]. Thus,
if similar pathogenic �-synuclein seeds are trans-
ported to the DMV, it may be impossible to find a
gut-only case when applying immunohistochemical
techniques validated to detect mature brainstem-type
inclusions. For these reasons, the lack of gut-only
cases in the Arizona cohort does not constitute strong
evidence against the existence of body-first PD. It
only precludes initial enteric �-synuclein pathology
consisting of widespread, mature �-synuclein inclu-
sions, which persist for a significant time before
spreading to the DMV, and which are amenable to
detection with standard immunohistochemistry pro-
tocols validated for brain-type Lewy pathology [137].

Other models of PD pathogenesis have been pro-
posed such as the threshold theory model [144]. This
model argues that prion-like propagation does not
occur, but that the sequence of neurodegeneration
and symptoms are explained by variable symptomatic
thresholds in different neuronal populations. How-
ever, this model has a number of problems. First, it
does not explain why some PD patients show drastic
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denervation of the autonomic nervous system many
years before the dopamine system is damaged,
whereas other PD patients show the opposite
sequence [19]. Second, it does not attempt to explain
why gradients of �-synuclein pathology are seen in
nearly all PD and DLB cases postmortem. In short,
in ILBD cases with minimal Lewy pathology, the
inclusions are nearly always seen in neighboring neu-
rons, for example, in the DMV and the LC, or in
the amygdala and the entorhinal cortex or SN. In
ILBD or PD/DLB cases with more pathology, most
cases conform to either a brainstem-predominant
or limbic-predominant profile, where the magnitude
of pathology decreases in proportion to distance
(i.e., number of synapses) from either the DMV or
the limbic structures. These observations are eas-
ily explained by synuclein-spreading models such
as the SOC model, but are very difficult to explain
using the threshold theory model and no explanation
was presented by the authors. Within the threshold
theory, one might expect more random patterns of
�-synuclein pathology. This same criticism applies
to all theories of PD pathogenesis, where it is sug-
gested that PD is primarily initiated by blood-borne
factors crossing the blood-brain barrier, for instance
by components of the immune system. Such models
also cannot readily explain the graded and progres-
sive �-synuclein pathology profiles, which seems to
occur in most patients. Needless to say, such factors
may still be very important, perhaps as secondary
aggravating factors [7].

SUMMARY

Here, a new model of PD pathogenesis is proposed
that takes into account the origin site of the initiating
�-synuclein pathology and the important role played
by the highly lateralized connectivity of the human
brain. The SOC model may have greater explanatory
power than previously proposed models as it is readily
compatible with the two main profiles of �-synuclein
pathology seen in postmortem studies: brainstem-
predominant and limbic-predominant profiles. It is in
full agreement with Braak’s gut-first hypothesis, but
suggests that his hypothesis only applies to the body-
first fraction of patients. The SOC model also readily
explains why truncal vagotomy would decrease the
risk of PD by 40–50%, and the observation that the
peripheral autonomic nervous system is almost com-
pletely degenerated in RBD-positive prodromal PD,
while the substantia nigra remains mostly intact.

In addition, the SOC model proposes a frame-
work to explain known variations in the patterns
of non-motor symptoms, variable degrees of motor
asymmetry, and the variable rates of cognitive decline
seen in different subtypes of PD. The predictions of
the SOC model already have some support from exist-
ing clinical data, but prospective studies are needed
to test the model further. Most importantly, care-
ful bihemispheric studies of biobanked brains from
Lewy-body positive cases with rich antemortem clin-
ical data will be a crucial step in critically assessing
the model, as will the development of an �-synuclein-
specific PET tracer. Finally, it is emphasized that the
SOC model only pertains to aggregation and propa-
gation of pathological �-synuclein. The model fully
acknowledges and is compatible with the crucial
importance of a long list of other pathogenic fac-
tors in PD, including selective neuronal vulnerability.
Elucidating how these factors contribute to initiating
PD and to aggravating the disease course is as crit-
ical as ever, since those factors represent important
disease-modifying treatment targets.
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